A Novel Structure for Design and simulation of a MEMS Resonator for Biomedical Applications
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ABSTRACT

Micro resonators have found a broad usage in mass sensing applications especially in biomedical field.

This paper aimed to evaluate a micro resonator: In the design of micro resonators, some factors as micro resonator structure should be considered, actuator and applied cases as it has the highest effect on quality coefficient and consumption power and work frequency. This study at first designs resonator and investigates various structures. At first, a mechanical analysis is performed by Comsol 3.5 software on micro resonator to optimize it in terms of dimensions. The voltage of bias on micro resonator is 1.1V and switching time is 120 microseconds.
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Introduction

Biomedical devices can be used in applications ranging from neural [1] up to endoscopic capsule systems with video transmission [2]. The achievement of such systems can be said in part with the achievement of micro technologies, which allowed the miniaturization of sensors and actuators followed by their integration with readout and communication electronics. Wireless implantable Microsystems vocalize a breakthrough in the way the interior pathologies can be demeaned. For this purpose, the radiofrequency (RF) chips can play an important role. RF Filter (RF) is of great importance in telecommunication systems (e.g. filters in radars and test systems and measurement). The reason of importance of RF filters at micrometer frequency scale and millimeter waves is due to the limitation of frequency spectrum and frequency spectrum division for various applications [3]. Based on increasing need to more frequency spectrum in radio frequencies and less application to each frequency spectrum, microwaves are more used and applied frequency range in various applications has reached some 10GHz. Using compressed elements in filters design in high frequency is with some problems. One of the problems is that compressed elements as capacitor and inductor have high loss at high frequency and lose their efficiency. The mentioned problems regarding previous circuits caused that engineers apply new methods and make much effort for optimization of circuit in terms of size (or volume ) of circuit, power and feed voltage, noise and economical aspects. In recent years, with the emergence of integrated circuits and development of their technology, great steps are taken for filters development and new filters are made based on Micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) as coping with the mentioned limitations. Micro electro mechanic systems are combination of mechanic and electronic systems in micrometer dimensions (micro electromechanical systems at micrometer dimensions is called MEMS) and even nanometer (micro electromechanical systems at nanometer dimensions, NEMS is called) [4,5]. MEMS devices are widely used in biomedical applications [6,7]. Some of these uses include:

a) MEMS in precision surgery-ophthalmology
b) MEMS in biomolecular recognition
c) MEMS in autonomous therapy management systems-micro-pumps for drug delivery [7].

The main part of MEMS filters is its resonators. Resonators with internal loss and low launch and high-quality coefficient and high frequency stability play important role in design of MEMS filters. Thus, design of simple and cheap resonators is necessary to make MEMS filters [8,9]. This paper evaluates different resonators and advantages and disadvantages of each of them are defined and
math equations for each of them are extracted. Then, we design micro resonators and the simple resonator is proposed, with low internal loss, high quality coefficient and low launching power and finally the proposed filter is proposed. In the study of Gudarzi et al., electrostatic micro resonators are introduced and at best state for 7V voltage, 2.5micrometer displacement is created [10]. In the study done by Mingxin et al., an electrostatic micro resonator is introduced in which actuation voltage is reduced [11]. To fulfill low actuation voltage, beams are spiral. By changing the width and thickness of beams, actuation voltage is reduced and voltage 1.5V is obtained for aerial distance 2.5 µm [11].

In [12], electrostatic micro resonators are introduced as at best state presenting displacement 2.5µm for voltage 3.5V.

In [13], electrostatic micro resonators are introduced in which beams are connected as butterfly and at best state, for voltage 11V, displacement 3micrometer is presented [13]. In [14], two types of electrostatic micro resonators are introduced and at best stage for voltage 1.5V, presents displacement 0.5 micrometer [14]. In the study of Ya et al.,(2013), electrostatic micro resonator is introduced applying four beams for suspending mobile electrode [15]. This Resonator at best state for voltage 3V presents displacement 2.2 µm [15]. As shown, actuation mechanism for micro resonator is selected based on design regulations. Generally, piezoelectric actuators have low consumption power and high speed, but they have difficult construction process and they need high actuation voltage [16]. Magnetic actuators have difficult construction process and are minimized hardly, and they have costly construction process [17]. Electro thermal actuators can be generated easily by standard Micro fabrication techniques in Monolithic designs. Electro thermal actuators work at high temperature and have high thermal loss [18]. Electrostatic actuators have easy construction process and are economical. Also, they have low consumption power, high speed, high controlling compared to other actuators [19]. But electrostatic actuators have high actuation voltage. Actuation voltage is not a basic limitation for electrostatic actuator, and we can introduce optimize design reducing actuation voltage [19]. As it was said, electrostatic actuators are the best choice to design resonator in the present study.

In [20], the Melnikov method is used to pull-in instability analysis of an electrostatic MEMS resonator [20]. In [21], the efficacy of surface processing error on the thickness is considered to analysis of MEMS resonator [21].

Various processes are used in construction of MEMS as Wafer cleaning, Lithography, Diffusion, Deposition, Etching and Ion Implanting [22]. In the design of a MEMS, materials selection is of great importance as its structure [23]. As first, materials determined construction method and has direct effect on practicality of plan. Second, materials affect electric and mechanic features and have great effect on parameters as consumption power, loss and return [23,24]. The starting point of this paper is fulfilling a filter eliminating unwanted signals. Thus, this filter is made of some resonators as fluctuating via an actuation mechanism in specific mechanism. Thus, some specific needs of design should be considered to select the best structure:

- Having low consumption power
- Suitable limit of resonator displacement
- High response speed
- Controlling
- Performance at relatively low temperature to avoid thermal loss
- Isolating actuation mechanism (actuator is as insulated as thermal and electric)
- Low noise
- Plan Disposability
- Easy construction: Integration with electronic circuits can reduce construction costs. The possibility of plan depends upon construction process.

Data Analysis Structural Investigation of Resonator

Electrostatic actuators are the best choice for micro resonators. Figure 1 shows schematic of simple electrostatic actuation model. In this model, it is assumed that electrodes are complete. Also, it is assumed that capacitor structure is located in vacuum to guarantee external mechanic loading as zero for upper electrode. Figure 2 shows the 3D model of resonator [25]. By increased but beams (for construction problems) are not reduced more than a size. By creating some holes on movable plate, resonator return is increased. By reduction of aerial distance and thickness of movable plates, we can increase actuator return but due to construction problems, it is not reduced more than a size [26]. The best choice to increase resonator return is changes in structure and dimensions of beams and creating some holes on movable plate with highest effect on return. Thus, Figure 3 proposed the structure of micro resonators with holes with long beams [3]. Displacement distribution on micro resonator at bias voltage 12V is as Figure 4 and it has the highest displacement at center as 2.41 micrometer. Displacement changes chart in movable plat based on voltage changes is shown in Figure 5. Based on chart, the highest displacement is made in voltage 12V. Also, the chart of displacement changes based on time changes is shown in Figure 6 and based on switching speed chart, this resonator is about 60 microseconds. Based on the results, we can say the designed structure has high return compared to previous states. In the next section, we optimize this plan [26].
**Proposed Structure for Modified Micro Resonator**

This section introduces optimized micro resonator and important factors of this actuator as voltage, displacement and switching speed are discussed. The Figure of displacement changes in movable plat based on voltage changes is shown in Figure 7. Based on the chart, the highest displacement is in voltage 1.1V. The schematic of optimized micro resonators is shown in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 7, micro resonator structure is composed of two fixed and movable plates made of aluminum. Thickness of movable and fixed plate is 1, 0.5 micrometer and aerial distance between two plates is 2.5 micrometer. The bed and sub-layer are made of silicon and silicon dioxide. The beams of this micro resonator are spiral, and the return is increased. The Figure of displacement changes in movable plat based on voltage changes is shown in Figure 8. Based on the chart, the highest displacement is in voltage 1.1V. Displacement distribution on micro resonators in bias voltage 1.1V is shown in Figure 9 and highest. Also, the chart of displacement changes based on time variant is shown in Figure 10 and based on switching speed chart of this resonator is about 160 microseconds. Temperature distribution is shown in structure of Figure 11.
Conclusion

To design micro resonator, the followings are made:

1. The basic part of a micro resonator is its actuator and at first, various actuators were investigated and after that, it was found that electrostatic actuators are the best choice to design micro resonator as they have easy construction process.

2. For simulation of micro resonator with electrostatic actuator, some samples are proposed and simulated and various parameters as dimensions, structure and constituent materials were changed and the effect of these changes on micro resonator parameters was investigated.

3. Simulation results of optimized model of micro resonator are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1: The simulation results of optimized micro resonator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switching speed</th>
<th>Generated displacement</th>
<th>Applied voltage</th>
<th>Micro resonator dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160 (us)</td>
<td>2.5 (µm)</td>
<td>1.1 V</td>
<td>120<em>500</em>700(µm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of the results of designed micro resonator with the previous works is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison of the results of designed micro resonator with the previous works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Displacement (µm)</th>
<th>Applied voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference [4]</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference [11]</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference [12]</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference [13]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference [14]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference [15]</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presented work</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.1 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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